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A blazingly inventive near-future thriller from the best-selling, Hugo Award-winning John
Scalzi.Not too long from today, a new, highly contagious virus makes its way across the globe.
Most who get sick experience nothing worse than flu, fever and headaches. But for the unlucky
one percent - and nearly five million souls in the United States alone - the disease causes "Lock
In": Victims fully awake and aware, but unable to move or respond to stimulus. The disease
affects young, old, rich, poor, people of every color and creed. The world changes to meet the
challenge.A quarter of a century later, in a world shaped by what's now known as "Haden's
syndrome," rookie FBI agent Chris Shane is paired with veteran agent Leslie Vann. The two of
them are assigned what appears to be a Haden-related murder at the Watergate Hotel, with a
suspect who is an "integrator" - someone who can let the locked in borrow their bodies for a
time. If the Integrator was carrying a Haden client, then naming the suspect for the murder
becomes that much more complicated.But "complicated" doesn't begin to describe it. As Shane
and Vann began to unravel the threads of the murder, it becomes clear that the real mystery -
and the real crime - is bigger than anyone could have imagined. The world of the locked in is
changing, and with the change comes opportunities that the ambitious will seize at any cost. The
investigation that began as a murder case takes Shane and Vann from the halls of corporate
power to the virtual spaces of the locked in, and to the very heart of an emerging, surprising new
human culture. It's nothing you could have expected.Other Tor BooksLock In: Lock In / Head
OnOld Man's War: Old Man's War / The Ghost Brigades / The Last Colony / Zoe's Tale / The
Human Division / The End of All ThingsThe Interdpendency: The Collapsing Empire / The
Consuming Fire / The Last EmperoxThe Android’s DreamAgent to the StarsYour Hate Mail Will
Be GradedFuzzy NationRedshirtsAt the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Praise for Lock In"This is the kind of thriller that Michael Crichton, Lincoln Child, and James
Rollins do so well. Add John Scalzi to that list." ―Douglas Preston, #1 NYT bestselling author of
The Kraken Project and Impact"As much as Scalzi has the scientific creativity of a Michael
Crichton, he also has the procedural chops of a Stephen J. Canell to craft a whodunit with buddy-
cop charm and suspects aplenty―most of them in someone else's body." ―USA
Today“Satisfying.” ―NPR“Scalzi takes his work to an entirely new level.” ―Cory Doctorow“A
smart, thoughtful near-future thriller…. This powerful novel will intrigue and entertain both fans
and newcomers.” ―Publishers Weekly, starred review“John Scalzi may be the most entertaining
writer in SF today.” ―Toronto StarPraise for Head On"Particularly relevant....A fun, breezy thriller,
one that showcases a world that carries with it some extremely astute commentary on some of
the real problems that we face in our own. " ―The Verge"Head On doesn’t care if you’ve read



Lock In or not, but it does care if you enjoy a mystery wrapped up inside a science fiction
novel....This might even be one of the best introductions to Scalzi out there."
―Culturess"[Scalzi's] prose flows like a river, smoothly carrying us through the story; his
characters are beautifully crafted; and his future world is impeccably designed, at the same time
wildly imaginative and wholly plausible." ―Booklist, starred review"This taut mystery, filled with
memorable characters in a well-constructed world, will keep readers on the edges of their
seats." ―Publishers Weekly, starred review"Readers will definitely showup for the witty banter
and smartass takedowns….Very clever, wonderfully satisfying fun." ―Kirkus--This text refers to
the mass_market edition.About the AuthorJOHN SCALZI is one of the most popular SF authors
of his generation. His debut Old Man's War won him the John W. Campbell Award for Best New
Writer. His New York Times bestsellers include The Last Colony, Fuzzy Nation,and Redshirts
(which won the 2013 Hugo Award for Best Novel), and 2020's The Last Emperox. Material from
his blog, Whatever, has also earned him two other Hugo Awards. Scalzi also serves as critic-at-
large for the Los Angeles Times. He lives in Ohio with his wife and daughter. --This text refers to
the mass_market edition.
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The author and publisher have provided this e-book to you without Digital Rights Management
software (DRM) applied so that you can enjoy reading it on your personal devices. This e-book is
for your personal use only. You may not print or post this e-book, or make this e-book publicly
available in any way. You may not copy, reproduce, or upload this e-book, other than to read it on
one of your personal devices.Copyright infringement is against the law. If you believe the copy of
this e-book you are reading infringes on the author’s copyright, please notify the publisher at: .To
Joe Hill,I told you I was going to do this.And to Daniel Mainz,my very dear friend.ContentsTitle
PageCopyright NoticeDedicationHaden’s SyndromeChapter 1Chapter 2Chapter 3Chapter
4Chapter 5Chapter 6Chapter 7Chapter 8Chapter 9Chapter 10Chapter 11Chapter 12Chapter
13Chapter 14Chapter 15Chapter 16Chapter 17Chapter 18Chapter 19Chapter 20Chapter
21Chapter 22Chapter 23Chapter 24Chapter 25AcknowledgmentsTHE COLLAPSING EMPIRE
ExcerptOther Tor Books by John ScalziAbout the AuthorCopyrightHADEN’S
SYNDROMEHaden’s syndrome is the name given to a set of continuing physical and mental
conditions and disabilities initially brought on by “the Great Flu,” the influenza-like global
pandemic that resulted in the deaths of more than 400 million people worldwide, either through
the initial flu-like symptoms, the secondary stage of meningitis-like cerebral and spinal
inflammation, or through complications arising due to the third stage of the disease, which
typically caused complete paralysis of the voluntary nervous system, resulting in “lock in” for its
victims. Haden’s syndrome is named for Margaret Haden, the former first lady of the United
States of America, who became the syndrome’s most visible victim.The physical origin of the
Great Flu is unknown, but it was first diagnosed in London, England, with additional diagnoses
occurring in New York, Toronto, Amsterdam, Tokyo, and Beijing almost immediately thereafter. A
long incubation period before visible symptoms allowed for wide dispersal of the virus before its
detection. As a result, more than 2.75 billion people worldwide were infected during the
disease’s initial wave.The disease’s progression exhibited differently in each individual
depending on several factors, including personal health, age, genetic makeup, and relative
environmental hygiene. The first flu-like stage was the most prevalent and serious, causing more
than 75 percent of the overall deaths associated with Haden’s. However, a similar percentage of
the affected presented only the first stage of the syndrome. A second stage of the syndrome,
which affected the rest, superficially resembled viral meningitis and additionally caused deep
and persistent changes in the brain structure of some of its victims. While affecting fewer people,
the second stage of Haden’s featured a higher mortality rate per capita.Most who survived the
second stage of Haden’s suffered no long-term physical or mental disabilities, but a significant
number—more than 1 percent of those initially infected by the Great Flu—suffered from lock in.
An additional .25 percent experienced damage to their mental capabilities due to changes in
their brain structure but no degradation of physical ability. An even smaller number—not more
than 100,000 people worldwide—experienced no physical or mental declines despite significant
changes in their brain structure. Some of those in this latter category would go on to become
“Integrators.”In the United States 4.35 million of the nation’s citizens and residents experienced



lock in due to the Great Flu, with other developed nations having a similar percentage of citizens
locked in. This prompted the United States and its allies to fund the $3 trillion Haden Research
Initiative Act, a “moon shot” program designed to rapidly increase understanding of brain
function and speed to market programs and prostheses that would allow those afflicted with
Haden’s to participate in society. As a result of the HRIA, innovations such as the first embedded
neural nets, Personal Transports, and the Haden-only online space known as “the Agora” came
into being within twenty-four months of the act being signed by President Benjamin
Haden.Although the HRIA led to significant new understanding of brain development and
structure and prompted the development of several new industries catering to Haden’s-affected
individuals, over time many people complained that Haden’s-related research was
overprioritized and that the intense focus on Haden’s sufferers, known as “Hadens,” had created
a government-subsidized class that despite their “locked-in” status nevertheless had several
competitive advantages over the population at large. This led to United States senators David
Abrams and Vanda Kettering sponsoring a bill to cut subsidies and programs for Hadens, tied to
a significant tax cut. The Abrams-Kettering Bill was initially defeated but was presented again
with changes, and passed both houses of Congress by bare majorities.Despite significant
research into the virus that causes Haden’s syndrome, and the development of social hygiene
programs to minimize its spread, there is still no reliable vaccine for the disease. Up to 20 million
people are infected worldwide each year, and in the United States, between 15,000 and 45,000
people suffer from lock in annually. While a vaccine eludes researchers, some progress has
been made in after-infection treatment, including promising new therapies for “rewiring” the
voluntary nervous system. These therapies are currently in animal trials.—“Haden’s Syndrome”
article on HighSchoolCheatSheet.comChapter OneMY FIRST DAY on the job coincided with the
first day of the Haden Walkout, and I’m not going to lie, that was some awkward timing. A feed of
me walking into the FBI building got a fair amount of play on the Haden news sites and forums.
This was not a thing I needed on my first day.Two things kept all of the Agora from falling down
on my head in outrage. The first was that not every Haden was down with the walkout to begin
with. The first day participation was spotty at best. The Agora was split into two very noisy
warring camps between the walkout supporters and the Hadens who thought it was a pointless
maneuver given that Abrams-Kettering had already been signed into law.The second was that
technically speaking the FBI is law enforcement, which qualified it as an essential service. So
the number of Hadens calling me a scab was probably lower than it could have been.Aside from
the Agora outrage, my first day was a lot of time in HR, filling out paperwork, getting my benefits
and retirement plan explained to me in mind-numbing detail. Then I was assigned my weapon,
software upgrades, and badge. Then I went home early because my new partner had to testify in
a court case and wasn’t going to be around for the rest of the day, and they didn’t have anything
else for me to do. I went home and didn’t go into the Agora. I watched movies instead. Call me a
coward if you like.My second day on the job started with more blood than I would have
expected.I spotted my new partner as I walked up to the Watergate Hotel. She was standing a



bit away from the lobby entrance, sucking on an electronic cigarette. As I got closer the chip in
her badge started spilling her details into my field of vision. It was the Bureau’s way of letting its
agents know who was who on the scene. My partner didn’t have her glasses on so she wouldn’t
have had the same waterfall of detail on me scroll past her as I walked up. But then again, it was
a pretty good chance she didn’t need it. She spotted me just fine in any event.“Agent Shane,”
said my new partner, to me. She held out her hand.“Agent Vann,” I said, taking the hand.And
then I waited to see what the next thing out of her mouth would be. It’s always an interesting test
to see what people do when they meet me, both because of who I am and because I’m Haden.
One or the other usually gets commented on.Vann didn’t say anything else. She withdrew her
hand and continued sucking on her stick of nicotine.Well, all right then. It was up to me to get the
conversation started.So I glanced over to the car that we were standing next to. Its roof had been
crushed by a love seat.“This ours?” I asked, nodding to the car, and the love seat.“Tangentially,”
she said. “You recording?”“I can if you want me to,” I said. “Some people prefer me not to.”“I want
you to,” Vann said. “You’re on the job. You should be recording.”“You got it,” I said, and started
recording. I started walking around the car, getting the thing from every angle. The safety glass in
the car windows had shattered and a few nuggets had crumbled off. The car had diplomatic
plates. I glanced over and about ten yards away a man was on his phone, yelling at someone in
what appeared to be Armenian. I was tempted to translate the yelling.Vann watched me as I did
it, still not saying anything.When I was done I looked up and saw a hole in the side of the hotel,
seven floors up. “That where the love seat came from?” I asked.“That’s probably a good guess,”
Vann said. She took the cigarette out of her mouth and slid it into her suit jacket.“We going up
there?”“I was waiting on you,” Vann said.“Sorry,” I said, and looked up again. “Metro police there
already?”Vann nodded. “Picked up the call from their network. Their alleged perp is an
Integrator, which puts it into our territory.”“Have you told that to the police yet?” I asked.“I was
waiting on you,” Vann repeated.“Sorry,” I said again. Vann motioned with her head, toward the
lobby.We went inside and took the elevator to the seventh floor, from which the love seat had
been flung. Vann pinned her FBI badge to her lapel. I slotted mine into my chest display.The
elevator doors opened up and a uniformed cop was there. She held up her hand to stop us from
getting off. We both pointed to our badges. She grimaced and let us pass, whispering into her
handset as she did so. We aimed for the room that had cops all around the door.We got about
halfway to it when a woman poked her head out of the room, looked around, spied us, and
stomped over. I glanced at Vann, who had a smirk on her face.“Detective Trinh,” Vann said, as
the woman came up.“No,” Trinh said. “No way. This has nothing to do with you, Les.”“It’s nice to
see you, too,” Vann said. “And wrong. Your perp is an Integrator. You know what that means.”“‘All
suspected crimes involving Personal Transports or Integrators are assumed to have an interstate
component,’” I said, quoting the Bureau handbook.Trinh looked over at me, sourly, then made a
show of ignoring me to speak to Vann. I tucked away that bit of personal interaction for later. “I
don’t know my perp’s an Integrator,” she said, to Vann.“I do,” Vann said. “When your officer on
scene called it in, he ID’d the perp. It’s Nicholas Bell. Bell’s an Integrator. He’s in our database.



He pinged the moment your guy ran him.” I turned my head to look at Vann at the mention of the
name, but she kept looking at Trinh.“Just because he’s got the same name doesn’t make him an
Integrator,” Trinh said.“Come on, Trinh,” Vann said. “Are we really going to do this in front of the
children?” It took me a second to realize Vann was talking about me and the uniformed cops.
“You know it’s a pissing match you’re going to lose. Let us in, let us do our job. If it turns out
everyone involved was in D.C. at the time, we’ll turn over everything we have and be out of your
hair. Let’s play nice and do this all friendly. Or I could not be friendly. You remember how that
goes.”Trinh turned and stomped back to the hotel room without another word.“I’m missing some
context,” I said.“You got about all you need,” Vann said. She headed to the room, number 714. I
followed.There was a dead body in the room, on the floor, facedown in the carpet, throat cut. The
carpet was soaked in blood. There were sprays of blood on the walls, on the bed, and on the
remaining seat in the room. A breeze turned in the room, provided by the gaping hole in the wall-
length window that the love seat had gone through.Vann looked at the dead body. “Do we know
who he is?”“No ID,” Trinh said. “We’re working on it.”Vann looked around, trying to find
something. “Where’s Nicholas Bell?” she asked Trinh.Trinh smiled thinly. “At the precinct,” she
said. “The first officer on the scene subdued him and we sent him off before you got here.”“Who
was the officer?” Vann asked.“Timmons,” Trinh said. “He’s not here.”“I need his arrest feed,” Vann
said.“I don’t—”“Now, Trinh,” Vann said. “You know my public address. Give it to Timmons.” Trinh
turned away, annoyed, but pulled out her phone and spoke into it.Vann pointed to the uniformed
officer in the room. “Anything moved or touched?”“Not by us,” he said.Vann nodded.
“Shane.”“Yeah,” I said.“Make a map,” Vann said. “Make it detailed. Mind the glass.”“On it,” I said.
My recording mode was already on. I overlaid a three-dimensional grid on top of it, marking off
everything I could see and making it easier to identify where I needed to look behind and under
things. I walked the room, carefully, filling in the nooks and crannies. I knelt down when I got to
the bed, turning on my headlights to make sure I got all the details. And there were in fact details
to note under the bed.“There’s a glass under here,” I said to Vann. “It’s broken and covered in
blood.” I stood up and pointed over to the room’s desk, which featured a set of glasses and a
couple of bottles of water. “There are also glass shards on the floor by the desk. Guessing that’s
our murder weapon.”“You done with your map?” Vann said.“Almost,” I said. I took a few more
passes around the room to pick up the spots I’d missed.“I assume you also made your own
map,” Vann said, to Trinh.“We got the tech on the way,” Trinh said. “And we’ve got the feeds from
the officers on the scene.”“I want all of them,” Vann said. “I’ll send you Shane’s map, too.”“Fine,”
Trinh said, annoyed. “Anything else?”“That’s it for now,” Vann said.“Then if you don’t mind
stepping away from my crime scene. I have work to do,” Trinh said.Vann smiled at Trinh and left
the room. I followed. “Metro police always like that?” I asked, as we stepped into the elevator.“No
one likes the feds stepping into their turf,” Vann said. “They’re never happy to see us. Most of
them are more polite. Trinh has some issues.”“Issues with us, or issues with you?” I asked.Vann
smiled again. The elevator opened to the lobby.* * *“Do you mind if I smoke?” Vann asked. She
was driving manually toward the precinct house and fumbling for a package of cigarettes—real



ones this time. It was her car. There was no law against it there.“I’m immune to secondhand
smoke, if that’s what you’re asking,” I said.“Cute.” She fished out a cigarette and punched in the
car lighter to warm it up. I dialed down my sense of smell as she did so. “Access my box on the
FBI server and tell me if the arrest feed is there yet,” she said.“How am I going to do that?” I
asked.“I gave you access yesterday,” Vann said.“You did?”“You’re my partner now.”“I appreciate
that,” I said. “But what would you have done if you met me and decided I was an untrustworthy
asshole?”Vann shrugged. “My last partner was an untrustworthy asshole. I shared my box with
her.”“What happened to her?” I asked.“She got shot,” Vann said.“Line of duty?” I asked.“Not
really,” Vann said. “She was at the firing range and shot herself in the gut. There’s some debate
about whether it was accidental or not. Took disability and retired. I didn’t mind.”“Well,” I said. “I
promise not to shoot myself in the gut.”“Two body jokes in under a minute,” Vann said. “It’s almost
like you’re trying to make a point or something.”“Just making sure you’re comfortable with me,” I
said. “Not everyone knows what to do with a Haden when they meet one.”“You’re not my first,”
she said. The lighter had popped and she fished it out of its socket, lighting her cigarette. “That
should be obvious, considering our beat. Have you accessed the arrest feed yet?”“Hold on.” I
popped into the Bureau’s evidence server and pulled up Vann’s box. The file was there, freshly
arrived. “It’s here,” I said.“Run it,” Vann said.“You want me to port it to the dash?”“I’m
driving.”“Autodrive is a thing that happens.”Vann shook her head. “This is a Bureau car,” she said.
“Lowest-bidder autodrive is not something you want to trust.”“Fair point,” I said. I fired up the
arrest feed. It was janky and low-res. The Metro police, like the Bureau, probably contracted their
tech to the lowest bidder. The view was fps stereo mode, which probably meant the camera was
attached to protective eyewear.The recording started as the cop—Timmons—got off the
elevator on the seventh floor, stun gun drawn. At the door of room 714 there was a Watergate
security officer, resplendent in a bad-fit mustard yellow uniform. As the feed got closer the
security officer’s taser came into view. The security officer looked like he was going to crap
himself.Timmons navigated around the security officer and the image of a man sitting on the
bed, hands up, floated into view. His face and shirt were streaked with blood. The image jerked
and Timmons took a long look at the dead man on the blood-soaked carpet. The view jerked
back up to the man on the bed, hands still up.“Is he dead?” asked a voice, which I assumed was
Timmons’s.The man on the bed looked down at the man on the carpet. “Yeah, I think he is,” he
said.“Why the fuck did you kill him?” Timmons asked.The man on the bed turned back to
Timmons. “I don’t think I did,” he said. “Look—”Then Timmons zapped the man. He jerked and
twisted and fell off the bed, collapsing into the carpet, mirroring the dead man.“Interesting,” I
said.“What?” Vann asked.“Timmons was barely in the room before he zapped our perp.”“Bell,”
Vann said.“Yeah,” I said. “Speaking of which, does that name sound familiar to you?”“Did Bell
say anything before he got zapped?” Vann asked, ignoring my question.“Timmons asked him
why he killed that guy,” I said. “Bell said he didn’t think he did.”Vann frowned at that.“What?” I
asked.Vann glanced over to me again, and had a look that told me she wasn’t looking at me, but
at my PT. “That’s a new model,” she said.“Yeah,” I said. “Sebring-Warner 660XS.”“Sebring-



Warner 600 line isn’t cheap,” Vann said.“No,” I admitted.“Lease payments are a little steep on a
rookie FBI salary.”“Is this how we’re going to do this?” I asked.“I’m just making an observation,”
Vann said.“Fine,” I said. “I assume they told you something about me when they assigned me to
you as a partner.”“They did.”“And I assume you know about the Haden community because it’s
your beat.”“Yes.”“Then let’s skip the part where you pretend not to know who I am and who my
family is and how I can afford a Sebring-Warner 660,” I said.Vann smiled and stubbed out her
cigarette on the side window and lowered the window to chuck out the butt. “I saw you got grief
on the Agora for showing up to work yesterday,” she said.“Nothing I haven’t gotten before, for
other things,” I said. “Nothing I can’t handle. Is this going to be a problem?”“You being
you?”“Yeah,” I said.“Why would it be a problem?” Vann asked.“When I went to the Academy I
knew people there thought I was there as an affectation,” I said. “That I was just farting around
until my trust fund vested or something.”“Has it?” Vann asked. “Your trust fund, I mean.
Vested.”“Before I even went to the Academy,” I said.Vann snickered at this. “No problems,” she
said.“You sure.”“Yes. And anyway, it’s good that you have a high-end threep,” she said, using the
slang term for a Personal Transport. “It means that map of yours is actually going to have a
useful resolution. Which works because I don’t trust Trinh to send me anything helpful. The arrest
feed was messy and fuzzy, right?”“Yeah,” I said.“It’s bullshit,” Vann said. “Metro eyewear feeds
autostabilize and record at 4k resolution. Trinh probably told Timmons to shitty it up before
sending it. Because she’s an asshole like that.”“So you’re using me for my superior tech abilities,”
I said.“Yes, I am,” Vann said. “Is that going to be a problem?”“No,” I said. “It’s nice to be
appreciated for what I can do.”“Good,” Vann said, turning into the precinct house parking lot.
“Because I’m going to be asking you to do a lot.”Chapter Two“WHO’S THE CLANK?” the man
asked Vann, as he met us at the precinct. My facial scan software popped him up as George
Davidson, captain of the Metro Second Precinct.“Wow, really?” I said, before I could stop
myself.“I used the wrong word, didn’t I,” Davidson said, looking at me. “I can never remember if
‘clank’ or ‘threep’ is the word I’m not supposed to be using today.”“Here’s a hint,” I said. “One
comes from a beloved android character from one of the most popular films of all time. The other
describes the sound of broken machinery. Guess which one we like better.”“Got it,” Davidson
said. “I thought you people were on strike today.”“Jesus,” I said, annoyed.“Touchy threep,”
Davidson said, to Vann.“Asshole cop,” Vann said, to Davidson. Davidson smiled. “This is Agent
Chris Shane. My new partner.”“No shit,” Davidson said, looking back at me. He clearly
recognized the name.“Surprise,” I said.Vann waved at Davidson to get his attention back over to
her. “You’ve got someone I want to talk to.”“Yes, I do,” Davidson said. “Trinh told me you would be
coming.”“You’re not going to be as difficult as she’s been, I hope,” Vann said.“Oh, you know I’m
all about cooperation between law enforcement entities,” Davidson said. “And also you’ve never
crossed me. Come on.” He motioned us forward, into the bowels of the station.A few minutes
later we were staring at Nicholas Bell through glass. He was in an interrogation room, silent,
waiting.“Doesn’t look like the guy to shove someone out of a window,” Davidson observed.“It
wasn’t a guy,” Vann said. “The guy was still in the room. It was a love seat.”“Doesn’t look like the



guy to shove a love seat out of a window, either,” Davidson said.Vann pointed. “That’s an
Integrator,” Vann said. “He spends a lot of time with other people in his head, and those people
want to do a lot of different things. He’s in better shape than you think.”“If you say so,” Davidson
said. “You’d know better than I would.”“Have you talked to him yet?” I asked.“Detective Gonzales
took a pass at him,” Davidson said. “He sat there and didn’t say a word, and did that for about
twenty minutes.”“Well, he has a right to remain silent,” I said.“He hasn’t invoked that right yet,”
Davidson said. “He hasn’t asked for a lawyer yet, either.”“That wouldn’t have anything to do with
your Officer Timmons zapping him into unconsciousness at the scene, now, would it?” Vann
asked.“I don’t have the full report from Timmons yet,” Davidson said.“You’re a beacon of safe
constitutional practices, Davidson.”Davidson shrugged. “He’s been awake for a while. If he
remembers he’s got rights, then fine. Until then, if you want to take a pass at him, he’s all yours.”I
looked over to Vann to see what she was going to do. “I think I’m going to pee,” she said. “And
then I’m going to get a coffee.”“Down the hall for both,” Davidson said. “You remember
where.”Vann nodded and left.“Chris Shane, huh,” Davidson said to me, after she was
gone.“That’s me,” I said.“I remember you when you were a kid,” Davidson said. “Well, not a kid,
exactly. You know what I mean.”“I do,” I said.“How’s your dad? He going to run for senator or
what?”“He hasn’t decided yet,” I said. “That’s off the record.”“I used to watch him play,” Davidson
said.“I’ll let him know,” I said.“Been with her long?” Davidson motioned after Vann.“First day as
her partner. Second day on the job.”“You’re a rookie?” Davidson asked. I nodded. “It’s hard to tell,
because—” He motioned to my threep.“I get that,” I said.“It’s a nice threep,” he
said.“Thanks.”“Sorry about the ‘clank’ thing.”“It’s not a problem,” I said.“I’d guess that you’d have
less-than-flattering ways of describing us,” Davidson said.“‘Dodgers,’” I said.“What?”“‘Dodgers,’” I
repeated. “It’s short for ‘Dodger Dogs.’ It’s the hot dog they serve at Dodger Stadium in L.A.”“I
know what a Dodger Dog is,” Davidson said. “I don’t think I get how you get from us to
them.”“Two ways,” I said. “One, you guys are basically meat stuffed into skin. So are hot dogs.
Two, hot dogs are mostly lips and assholes, and so are you guys.”“Nice,” Davidson said.“You
asked,” I said.“Yeah, but why Dodger Dogs?” Davidson said. “This is a lifelong Nationals fan
asking.”“Got me,” I said. “Why ‘threep’? Why ‘clank’? Slang happens.”“Any slang for him?”
Davidson pointed to Bell, who was still sitting there, quietly.“He’s a ‘mule,’” I said.“Makes sense,”
Davidson said.“Yeah.”“Ever use one?”“An Integrator? Once,” I said. “I was twelve and my parents
took me to Disney World. Thought it would be better to experience it in the flesh. So they
scheduled me an Integrator for the day.”“How was it?”“I hated it,” I said. “It was hot, after an hour
my feet hurt, and I nearly pissed myself because I had no idea how to do it like you guys do,
right? That’s all taken care of for me, and I got Haden’s so young that I don’t remember doing it
the other way. The Integrator had to surface to do it, and they’re not supposed to do that when
they’re carrying someone. After a couple of hours I complained enough that we went back to the
hotel room and swapped back out with the threep. And then I had a good time. They still had to
pay the Integrator for the full day, though.”“And you haven’t done it since.”“No,” I said. “Why
bother.”“Huh,” Davidson said. The door to the interrogation room opened and Vann came



through it, carrying two cups of coffee. He pointed to her. “She’s one, you know.”“She’s one
what?”“An Integrator,” Davidson said. “Or was, anyway, before she joined the Bureau.”“I didn’t
know that,” I said. I looked over to where she was sitting down and getting comfortable.“It’s why
she’s got this beat,” Davidson said. “She gets you guys in a way the rest of us don’t. No offense,
but it’s hard for the rest of us to wrap our brains around what’s going on with you.”“I understand
that,” I said.“Yeah,” Davidson said. He was quiet for a second, and I waited for what I knew was
coming next: the Personal Connection to Haden’s. I guessed an uncle or a cousin.“I had a
cousin who got Haden’s,” Davidson said, and internally I checked off the victory. “This was back
with the first wave, when no one had any idea what the fuck was going on. Before they called it
Haden’s. She got the flu, and then seemed to get better, and then—” He shrugged.“Lock in,” I
said.“Right,” Davidson said. “I remember going to the hospital to see her, and they had a whole
wing of locked-in patients. Just lying there, doing nothing but breathing. Dozens of them. And a
couple of days before, all of them were walking around, living a normal life.”“What happened to
your cousin?” I asked.“She lost it,” Davidson said. “Being locked in made her have a psychotic
break, or something like that.”I nodded. “That wasn’t uncommon, unfortunately.”“Right,” Davidson
said again. “She hung in for a couple of years and then her body gave it up.”“Sorry,” I said.“It was
bad,” Davidson said. “But it was bad for everyone. I mean, shit. The first lady got it. That’s why it’s
called Haden’s.”“It still sucks.”“It does,” Davidson agreed, and pointed to Vann. “I mean, she got
Haden’s too, right?” Davidson asked. “At some point. That’s why she’s like she is.”“Sort of,” I said.
“There was a tiny percentage of people who were infected who had their brain structure altered
but didn’t get locked in. A tiny percentage of them had their brains altered enough to be able to
be Integrators.” It was more complicated than that, but I didn’t think Davidson actually cared that
much. “There’s maybe ten thousand Integrators on the entire planet.”“Huh,” Davidson said.
“Anyway. She’s an Integrator. Or was. So maybe she’ll get something out of this guy after all.” He
turned up the volume on the speakers so we could hear what she was saying to Bell.* * *“I
brought you some coffee,” Vann said, to Bell, sliding the coffee over to him. “Knowing nothing
about you, I guessed you might want cream and sugar. Sorry if I got that wrong.”Bell looked at
the coffee, but otherwise did and said nothing.“Bacon cheeseburgers,” Vann said.“What?” Bell
said. Vann’s apparent non sequitur had roused him out of complete silence.“Bacon
cheeseburgers,” Vann repeated. “When I worked as an Integrator I ate so many goddamned
bacon cheeseburgers. You might know why.”“Because the first thing anyone who’s been locked
in wants when they integrate is a bacon cheeseburger,” Bell said.Vann smiled. “So it’s not just
me it happened to,” she said.“It’s not,” Bell said.“There was a Five Guys down the street from my
apartment,” Vann said. “It got so that all I had to do was walk through the door, and they’d put the
patties on the grill. They wouldn’t even wait to take my order. They knew.”“That sounds about
right,” Bell said.“It took two and a half years after I stopped integrating before I could even look at
a bacon cheeseburger again,” Vann said.“That sounds about right, too,” Bell said. “I wouldn’t eat
them anymore if I didn’t have to.”“Be strong,” Vann said.Bell grabbed the coffee Vann brought for
him, smelled it, and took a sip. “You’re not Metro,” he said. “I’ve never met a Metro cop who’d



been an Integrator.”“My name is Agent Leslie Vann,” she said. “I’m with the Bureau. I and my
partner investigate crimes that involve Hadens. You’re not typically what we consider a Haden,
but you are an Integrator, which means a Haden might have been involved here. If there was,
then you and I both know this is something you may not be responsible for. But you have to let
me know, so I can help you.”“Right,” Bell said.“The police tell me that you’ve not previously been
forthcoming on the whole talking thing.”“I’ll give you three guesses why,” Bell said.“Probably
because they zapped you as soon as they saw you.”“Bingo.”“Not that it means anything, but I
apologize to you for that, Nicholas. It’s not the way I would have handled it if I were there.”“I was
sitting on the bed,” Bell said. “With my hands up. I wasn’t doing anything.”“I know,” Vann said.
“And like I said, I apologize for that. It wasn’t right. On the other hand—and this isn’t an excuse,
just an observation—while you were sitting on the bed with your hands up, not doing anything,
there was a dead guy on the floor, and his blood was all over you.” She moved a single index
finger to point. “Still all over you, come to think of it.”Bell stared at Vann, quiet.“Like I said, not an
excuse,” Vann reiterated, after fifteen seconds of silence.“Am I under arrest?” Bell
asked.“Nicholas, you were found in a room with a dead guy, covered in his blood,” Vann said.
“You can understand why we all might be curious about the circumstances. Anything you can tell
us is going to be helpful. And if it clears your name, so much the better, right?”“Am I under
arrest?” Bell repeated.“What you are, is in a position to help me out,” Vann said. “I’m coming into
this late. I’ve seen the hotel room, but I got there after you were taken away. So if you can, clue
me in to what was happening in that room. What I should be looking for. Anything would help.
And if you help me, I’m in a better position to help you.”Bell gave a wry smile to this, crossed his
arms, and looked away.“We’re back to the not talking,” Vann said.“We can talk about bacon
cheeseburgers again, if you like.”“You can at the very least tell me if you were integrated,” Vann
said.“You’re kidding,” Bell said.“I’m not asking for details, just whether or not you were working,”
Vann said. “Or were you about to work? I knew Integrators who did freelancing on the side. A
Dodger wants to do something he can’t be seen doing in public. They’ve got those gray-market
scanner caps that work well enough for the job. And now that Abrams-Kettering’s passed, you’ve
got a reason to go looking for side gigs. The government contracts are drying up. And you’ve got
family to think about.”Bell, who had been sipping his coffee, set it down and swallowed. “You’re
talking about Cassandra now,” he said.“No one would blame you,” Vann said. “Congress is taking
away funding for Hadens after the immediate infection and transitional care. Said that the
technology for helping them participate in the world has gotten so good that it shouldn’t be
considered a disability anymore.”“Do you believe that?” Bell asked.“My partner is a Haden,” Vann
said. “If you ask me, it means now I have an advantage, because threeps are better than the
human body in lots of ways. But there are a lot of Hadens who slip through the cracks. Your
sister, for example. She’s not doing what Congress expects her to do, which is to get a job.”Bell
visibly bristled at this. “If you know who I am then you certainly know who she is,” he said. “I’d say
she has a job. Unless you think being one of the prime movers behind the Haden Walkout this
week and the march they have planned for this weekend is something she’s doing in her spare



time.”“I don’t disagree with you, Nicholas,” Vann said. “She’s not exactly working at Subway,
making sandwiches. But she’s also not making any money doing what she’s doing.”“Money isn’t
that important to her.”“No, but it’s about to become important,” Vann said. “Abrams-Kettering
means that Hadens are being transitioned out to private care. Someone has to cover her
expenses now. You’re her only living family. I’d guess it falls to you. Which brings us back to that
hotel room and that man you were with. And brings me back to my point, which is that if you
were integrated, or were about to be integrated, then that’s something I need to know. It’s
something I need in order to help you.”“I appreciate your desire to help, Agent Vann,” Bell said,
dryly. “But I think what I really want to do is wait until my lawyer arrives and let him handle things
from here.”Vann blinked. “I wasn’t told you’d asked for a lawyer,” she said.“I didn’t,” Bell said. “I
called him while I was still in the hotel room. Before the police zapped me.” Bell tapped his
temple, indicating all the high-tech apparatus he had stuffed into his skull. “Which I recorded, of
course, just like I record almost everything. Because you and I agree on one thing, Agent Vann.
Being in a room with a dead body complicates matters. Being electrocuted before I could
exercise my rights complicates them even more.”At this, Bell smiled and looked up, as if paying
attention to something unseen. “And that’s a ping from my lawyer. He’s here. I expect your life is
about to get much more interesting, Agent Vann.”“I think we’re done here, then,” Vann said.“I
think we are,” Bell said. “But it was lovely talking food with you.”Chapter Three“SO, TO RECAP,”
Samuel Schwartz said, and held up a hand to tick off points. “Illegally stunning my client when he
was not offering any resistance, detaining him without cause in a holding cell, and then two
separate law enforcement agencies, one local, one federal, question him without making him
aware of his rights and without his lawyer present. Have I missed anything, Captain? Agent
Vann?”Captain Davidson shifted uncomfortably in his desk chair. Vann, standing behind him,
said nothing. She was looking at Schwartz, or more accurately, at his threep, standing in front of
the captain’s desk. The threep was a Sebring-Warner, like mine, but it was the Ajax 370, which I
found mildly surprising. The Ajax 370 wasn’t cheap, but it also wasn’t the top of the line, either for
Sebring-Warner or for the Ajax model. Lawyers usually went for the high-end imports. Either
Schwartz was clueless about status symbols or he didn’t need to advertise his status. I decided
to run him through the database to see which was the case.“Your client never expressed his right
to remain silent or his desire for a lawyer,” Davidson said.“Yes, it’s strange how getting hit with
fifty thousand volts will keep a person from verbalizing either of those, isn’t it,” Schwartz said.“He
didn’t ask for them after he got here, either,” Vann noted.Schwartz turned his head to her. The
Ajax 370 model’s stylized head bore some resemblance to the Oscar statuette, with subtle
alterations to where the eyes, ears and mouth would be, both to avoid trademark issues and to
give humans conversing with the threep something to focus on. Heads could be heavily
customized, and a lot of younger Hadens did that. But for adults with serious jobs, that was
déclassé, which was another clue to Schwartz’s likely social standing.“He didn’t have to, Agent
Vann,” Schwartz said. “Because he called me before the cops stunned him into silence. The fact
he called a lawyer is a clear indication that he knew his rights and intended to exercise them in



this case.” He turned his attention to Davidson. “The fact your officers deprived him of his ability
to affirm his right does not mean he refused his right, even if he did not reiterate that fact
here.”“We could argue that point,” Davidson said.“Yes, let’s,” Schwartz said. “Let’s go to the judge
right now and do that. But if you’re not going to do that, then you need to let my client go
home.”“You’re joking,” Vann said.“You can’t see me smile at that comment, Agent Vann,”
Schwartz said. “But I promise you the smile is there.”“Your client was in a room with a dead body,
the guy’s blood all over him,” Vann said. “That’s not the mark of complete innocence.”“But it’s not
the mark of guilt either,” Schwartz said. “Agent Vann, you have a man who has no previous police
record. At all. Not even for jaywalking. His line of business requires him to surrender control of
his body to others. As a consequence of that, from time to time he meets clients he does not
personally know, who conduct business with others he also does not personally know. Such as
the dead gentleman at the Watergate.”“You’re saying your client was integrated at the time of the
murder,” I said.Schwartz turned and looked at me for what I suspected was the first time in the
entire conversation. As with Schwartz’s threep, mine had a fixed head, which showed no
expression. But I had no doubt he was sizing up my make and model just as I had sized up his,
looking for clues as to who I was and how important I was to the conversation. That, and taking
in my badge, still in my chest display slot.“I am saying that my client was in that hotel room on
business, Agent Shane,” he said, after a moment.“Then tell us who he was integrated with,” Vann
said. “We can take it from there.”“You know I can’t do that,” Schwartz said.“Vann tracks down
creeps with threeps all the time,” Davidson said, motioning at Vann. “That’s nearly her whole job,
as far as I understand it. There’s no law against tracking a person back from information on their
threep.”Out of reflex I moved to correct Davidson’s bad comparison, then caught Vann’s glance
at me. I stopped.Schwartz was silent for a moment, then Davidson’s tablet pinged. He picked it
up.“I just sent you ten years of case law about the status of Integrators, Captain,” Schwartz said.
“I did it because Integrators are relatively rare and therefore, unlike Agents Vann and Shane
here, who are currently being wholly disingenuous, you might be speaking out of genuine
ignorance and not just your usual levels of casual obstructionism.”“All right,” Davidson said, not
looking at his tablet. “And?”“Superficially, Integrators perform the same role as Personal
Transports,” Schwartz said. “They allow those of us who have been locked in by Haden’s
syndrome to be mobile, to work, and to participate in society. But this”—Schwartz tapped his
threep’s chest with his knuckles—“is a machine. Without its human operator, it’s a pile of parts. It
has no more rights than a toaster—it’s property. Integrators are humans. Despite the superficial
resemblance to what threeps do, what Integrators do is a skill and profession—one that they
train hard for, as Agent Vann can no doubt tell you.” He turned to Vann at this point. “Speaking of
which, now you can tell Captain Davidson where I’m going with this.”“He’s going to argue there’s
Integrator-client privilege,” Vann said, to Davidson.“Like attorney-client privilege, or doctor-
patient privilege, or confessor-parishioner privilege,” Schwartz said, and pointed at Davidson’s
tablet. “And I’m not going to argue it, since the courts have already done so, and have affirmed,
consistently, that Integrator-client confidentiality is real and protected.”“No Supreme Court



cases,” Vann said.“And that should tell you something,” Schwartz said. “Namely, that the idea of
Integrator-client privilege is so noncontroversial that no one’s bothered to appeal it all the way
up. That said, please note Wintour v. Graham, affirmed by the D.C. Court of Appeals. It applies
directly here.”“So you’re going to argue your client didn’t murder anyone, it was his client who did
it,” Davidson said. “And that you can’t tell us who that client is.”“He can’t tell you who the client is,
no,” Schwartz said. “And we aren’t saying it was murder. We don’t know. Since neither Metro nor
the Bureau has bothered to charge my client with murder yet, I’m guessing neither do you, at
least not yet.”“But you do know,” Vann said. “Bell said he’s been recording everything. He’d have
a record of the murder.”“First, if you try to use anything my client said to you in that illegal
interrogation of him in any way, I’m going to make life very difficult for you,” Schwartz said.
“Second, even if there is a record of what happened in that room, it’s covered by privilege. My
client’s not going to turn it over. You can try to get a warrant for it if you like. All we will attest to is
that my client was working from the moment he stepped into that room until the moment your
goons assaulted him”—Schwartz pointed at Davidson for emphasis—“and dragged him out of
there. He’s not responsible, and you have nothing. So either arrest him and let me go to work
dismantling your case and setting up a very profitable suit for police harassment, or get him out
of that interrogation room right now and let him go home. These are your options, Captain
Davidson, Agent Vann.”“How does he get to have you as a lawyer?” I asked.“Excuse me?”
Schwartz asked, turning back to me.“You’re general counsel at Accelerant Investments, Mr.
Schwartz,” I said, reading from the data I had pulled up. “That’s a Fortune 100 company. It has to
keep you busy. I don’t suspect you have a private practice on the side, or that Mr. Bell could
afford you if you did. So I’m wondering what Mr. Bell has done to deserve having someone of
your caliber show up here to spring him.”Another second of silence from Schwartz, and
Davidson’s tablet pinged again. He opened the ping, looked at it, and then turned it around to
show Vann and me. The tablet was open to a colorful site full of baby goats and merry-go-
rounds.“It’s called ‘A Day in the Park,’” Schwartz said. “Not everyone who’s locked in is a lawyer
or a professional, as I am sure you are amply aware. Some of those who are locked in are
developmentally challenged. For them, operating a PT is difficult or next to impossible. They
spend their days under very controlled stimulus. So I run a program that lets them out for a day in
the park. They go to the petting zoo, ride rides, eat cotton candy, and otherwise get to enjoy their
lives for a couple of hours. You should know about it, Agent Shane. Your father has been one of
its co-sponsors for the last seven years.”“My father doesn’t outline all his charitable work with
me, Mr. Schwartz,” I said.“Indeed,” Schwartz said. “In any event. Mr. Bell donates his time for this
program. He does more for it than any other local Integrator here in D.C. In return I told him if he
ever needed a lawyer, he should call me. And here we are.”“That’s a sweet story,” Davidson said,
putting down the tablet.“I suppose it is,” Schwartz said. “Especially because now I’m going to
give my client a happy ending to this particular problem. Which will either be his freedom, or a
retirement-level settlement from both the Metro Police Department and the FBI. Your call,
Captain, Agent Vann. Tell me what it will be.”* * *“Your thoughts,” Vann said, at lunch.“About



this case?” I asked. We were sitting in a hole-in-the-wall Mexican place not too far from the
Second Precinct. Vann was plowing through a plate of carnitas. I was not, but a quick status
check at home told me that my body had gotten its noontime supply of nutritional liquid. So I had
that going for me.“Obviously, about the case,” Vann said. “It’s your first case. I want to see what
you’re picking up and what you’re missing. Or what I’m missing.”“The first thing is that the case
should now be all ours,” I said. “Schwartz admitted Bell was working as an Integrator. Standard
procedure with Hadens means that the case needs to be transferred to us.”“Yes,” Vann said.“Do
you think there’s going to be a problem with this?” I asked.“Not with Davidson,” Vann said. “I’ve
done him some favors and he and I don’t have any problems with each other. Trinh will be pissy
about it, but I don’t really care about that and neither should you.”“If you say so.”“I do say so,”
Vann said. “What else.”“Since the case is ours now, we should have the body sent to the Bureau
for our people to look at,” I said.“Transfer order already processed,” Vann said. “He’s on the way
now.”“We should also get all the data from Metro. High resolution this time,” I said, remembering
Trinh’s last bit of feed.“Right,” Vann said. “What else.”“Have Bell followed?”“I put in a request. I
wouldn’t count on it.”“We won’t put a tail on a potential murder suspect?”“You might have noticed
we have a protest march coming into town this weekend,” Vann said.“That’s Metro’s problem,” I
said.“Dealing with the logistics of the march, yes,” Vann said. “Keeping tabs on the protest
leaders and other high-value individuals, on the other hand, is all us. What about
Schwartz?”“He’s a schmuck?” I ventured.“Not where I was going,” Vann said. “Do you believe his
story about how he happened to be Bell’s lawyer?”“Maybe,” I said. “Schwartz is really rich. I
checked when I pulled his data earlier. Through Accelerant, he’s worth at least two or three
hundred million. Really rich folks do a lot of reputational transactions.”“I have no idea what you
just said.” Vann stuck another piece of carnitas into her mouth.“Rich people show their
appreciation through favors,” I said. “When everyone you know has more money than they know
what to do with, money stops being a useful transactional tool. So instead you offer favors.
Deals. Quid pro quos. Things that involve personal involvement rather than money. Because
when you’re that rich, your personal time is your limiting factor.”
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Robin Snyder, “Interesting Premise for a world with Robots Ran by Humans.. Will you like this
book?Honestly I think it will depend on what you care about in the book. If what you are looking
for is a great who-done-it murder mystery well then this maybe won’t be for you since that part of
the book was a little easy to figure out and was just okay as murder mysteries go. But if what you
want is something that makes you wonder what society would be like if one part of the general
population is essentially stuck inside their bodies with no way to move around and they are given
their own personal C3POesk unit to use to be able to walk around the world in, then the answer
is YES.I like books that take a premise like what would happen if…and then expand on that to
maybe 20-200 years into the future and then make a story around how would our world change
because of that one thing. I think that Neal Shusterman so far has been my favorite author to do
that in a Urban setting with his Unwind Series. But Scalzi did a pretty good job at that as well and
had a lot of very interesting concepts and social commentary throughout the story.***“Interesting
that you don’t always stay fully sense-forward on your threep,” Jerry said, as he prepped the
lidocaine.“I don’t like how it feels,” I said. “If I can’t feel my body it feels … off. Adrift. Weird.”Jerry
nodded. “I can see that, I guess,” he said. “Not everyone does it that way. My last client was full
sense-forward on her threep all the time. Didn’t like feeling what was going on with her body.
Hell, didn’t like acknowledging she had a body. She found it inconvenient, I think is the best way
of putting it. Which was ultimately ironic.”“How so?” “She had a heart attack and didn’t even feel
it,” Jerry said. “She found out about it from an automated alert to her threep. I think it came as a
surprise to her that she could die. She spent so much time in her threep I think she believed it
really was her.”***So the thing that I didn’t notice until someone pointed it out to me was that our
MC could be any gender or race. I think I didn’t realize that Chris was biracial until about 70%
into the book. I still have no idea if Chris is male or female. Since Wil Wheaton is the narrator for
the book I just assumed that Chris was male for most of the book until I realized that maybe
wasn’t the case at all.I did get pretty caught up on how society changed because of all the
people who were locked in and how they became like their own class/race of people. So many
concepts in this book made me ponder and wonder about the lives of people in this world and
the current political crisis it was going through and how that would change everything.Overall I
think the Societal SciFi part of the book is much stronger than anything else. If that is you cup of
tea and you don’t get all caught up on the how did they get peoples brains to control a robot
you’ll totally be fine.”

Desert Rat, “Who done it. Combining science fiction with with mystery fiction is traditionally
tricky. That's because (if it's not already obvious) that the author can insert a nearly infinite
number of techo-gimicks to solve or complicate the mystery. To make it work the author has to
define pretty early on the limitations and boundaries of the science fictional environment the
story is told in -- then stick to them rigidly. The classic examples are Bester and Asimov. Scalzi



joins this crew. There are only two significant science fiction devices introduced and then right at
the start, i.e, a particularly cruel disease, a sort sort of hyper-polio, and the means to wire up a
human brain to control a robotic body that substitutes quite effectively for a real on. To me the
former is perfectly plausible while the later is a bit of a stretch but I wouldn't rule it out. Other
tings like driverless cars are already reasonably expected. Thus there is no real problem with
suspension of disbelief. I found no whole in the mystery plot.The world created for the
background to the mystery explores the possible implication for a disease that doesn't kill but
rater with technological aid created a new category of human (maybe). It brings to mind the deaf
parents who do not want their children or themselves "cured" of their disabilities. Scalzi leaves
this discussion ambiguous rather promote his own view -- the reader is lead to consider it but is
not offered a resolution.The lead character is a little unusual in that he is a nice, bright young
fellow. Somewhat innocent and seltered even for a victim of a devastating disease and not to
mention heir to a fortune. Much more a fresh minted Peter Wimsey than a Mike Hammer or
Phillip Marlowe type.The work that went into this world and these characters begs foe a sequel
or even a series.”

Josh Mauthe, “More murder mystery than hard sci-fi, but that doesn't make it any less
entertaining. Somewhere along the way, I heard that the story on John Scalzi's Lock In was that
Scalzi's friend Joe Hill challenged him to write a book with no jokes. That assumption led me to
believe that Lock In was going to be a bit of a humorless slog, something that the concept - a
disease has spread throughout humanity, leading to a significant portion of the population being
"locked into" their bodies, only able to interact with the world by sending their minds into robot
bodies. That sounds like it could be a grim story (and don't even get me started on the always
fun experience of reading about a disease in the COVID era), but I honestly should have known
better than to assume Scalzi would write something dour and joyless. Lock In, in fact, is more of
a murder mystery than anything else, albeit one in a world where human bodies can be
borrowed by the "locked in" - meaning that identity can be a lot more complicated than just who
was physically present. Like a lot of the best science-fiction, Scalzi lets Lock In play with some
fascinating ideas about the separation between mind and body, exploring concepts about the
human mind and how a disease like this might change our perception of it all. Add into that some
interesting character beats - our main character being a rich kid who's now trying to get away
from his young fame makes for a neat dynamic - and you have an enjoyable little futuristic
murder mystery. It's nothing that's going to change your life, but it's perfectly in keeping with the
pulp sci-fi tradition of marrying ideas to classic plots in an effort to freshen both up.”

Sakura, “Tolle Sci-Fi Welt und guter Krimi. Dieses Buch spielt in einer nicht allzu fernen Zukunft.
Die Menschheit wurde von einer großen Grippe-Epidemie heimgesucht, die einige Menschen in
eine Art Wachkoma versetzt hat, unfähig, ihren Körper zu steuern, geistig aber wach und klar.
Hadon's Syndom nennt man das, und diese Leute können nun mit Robotern am Leben



teilnehmen, oder sich in einer virtuellen Welt treffen.Chris Shane ist so ein Hadon und seit heute
FBI Agent. Mit seiner etwas fragwürdigen Partnerin Vann landet er sofort in einer Serie von
(Selbst)morden im Umkreis von Hadons. Und die große Protestveranstaltung der Hadons gegen
die Kürzung staatlicher Gelder, die zeitlich stattfindet, heizt die negative Stimmung der
Bevölkerung noch mehr an.Für mich ist das Buch ein sehr guter Krimi und ein noch besserer Sci-
Fi Roman. Die Welt ist großartig gebaut und gut durchdacht. Sie wirkt wie eine sehr glaubhafte
und realistische Zukunftsvision. Die sozialen, ökonomischen und politischen Probleme, die
durch die neue Krankheit hervorgerufen werden bilden einen sehr interessanten Spiegel unserer
heutigen Welt nur weitergedacht.Obwohl das Buch einem weniger Exposition bietet, habe ich
mich dennoch sehr schnell in der Welt zurecht gefunden.Die Technik ist offensichtlich weiter
entwickelt aber selten im Vordergrund, außer ein paar Passagen über neuronale Netzwerke, die
relevant für den Plot sind, die man aber nicht genauer verstehen muss.Der Krimi-Teil ist
komplex, aber ab einem gewissen Punkt etwas vorhersehbar. Dennoch bleibt die Spannung
erhalten und man weiss nicht zu früh genaueres, auch wenn man eine Auflösung ahnt.Die
Aktion kommt generell nicht zu kurz, man kann mit Feuergefechten und Nahkämpfen
rechnen.Die Charaktere fand ich liebenswert und gut dargestellt. Besonders der Hauptcharakter
Chris, der das komplette Buch konsequent geschlechtslos bleibt, fand ich liebenswert und
kompetent wenn auch etwas zu eindimensional Good Guy. Aber auch die problembehaftete,
destruktive Vann fand ich sympathisch.Das einzige Problem, das ich mit dem Buch hatte, war
das Ende, was mir doch zu zwanghaft ein gründliches Happy End für alle schaffen wollte.”

PaoloZ, “Un techno-thriller con una interessante premessa e una buona esecuzione. Un ottimo
tecno thriller che ricorda il primo Crichton (quello di Sol Levante per intenderci).Scalzi in questo
romanzo si allontana dalla sua fortunata serie Old Man's War e confeziona un buon romanzo al
confine fra mainstream e fantascienza. Una pandemia ha colpito l'umanità, bloccando in uno
stato di coma vigile una grande quantità di persone dentro i loro corpi. Il mondo ha reagito
costruendo interfacce per permettere alle persone bloccate (i Lock-In del titolo) di interagire di
nuovo con l'esterno.Da questa interessante premessa parte un thriller dal ritmo folle ma ben
eseguito.Non mancano i tipici e divertenti dialoghi in "stile Scalzi".Nel complesso la trama
funziona bene, anche se forse poteva essere un po' più sviluppata la conclusione.”

StarbooksIH, “A really interesting story. I met with John Scalzi via Old Men s War, so to speak.
He amazed me with something unique in Science Fiction up to then, which was quite a feat
since I have been reading such for more than 35 years by then. I read most of his stories
published since then and even if there are three of them I either simply Don t like or find them
disturbing, he never fails to amaze me in being incredibly creative and trying out different story
settings. And now here he comes with again something other than the expected. The whole idea
of the Haydens disease, the lock in and the threeps is Science Fiction, the story itself is -
basically- A criminal investigative story, which is very well done. I would not have expected this



from Scalzi. So, thank you very much for surprising me! To tell the story from the first person
angle was a genious idea, made as seeing the life of the locked in from within, everything else
would not have worked with this. Or would have made a different story. This book gets a clear
recommendation. And yes, its for the geeks, also.”

Katy Sandvoß, “Überraschend und sehr spannend. Immer wieder überrascht John Scalzi mit
seinen Zukunftsvisionen, die sich nicht so einfach in eine Standartkiste packen lassen.Dabei
fängt alles irgendwie an wie der Standart-Unoten Movie. Ein neuer Virus befällt die
Menschheit.Damit endet die Ähnlichkeit.Einige wenige Menschen fallen durch ihn in eine Art
Wachkoma, da ihr Gehirn nicht mehr mit dem Körper agieren kann. Dabei haben sich die
Gehirne dieser Menschen radikal verändert. Sie sind gefangen in ihrem Körper - Locked
in.Wissenschaftler arbeiten an Möglichkeiten diesen Vorgang rückgängig zu machen. Andere
haben einen Computer erfunden, der es den Patienten möglich macht einen "Threep" - eine Art
ferngesteuerten Avatar - zu nutzen und so mit der Aussenwelt zu agieren.Im Buch lösen ein
Mensch mit Lock in und eine Agentin des FBI gemeinsam einen sehr kniffligen Fall mit vielen
Wendungen.Allein die Möglichkeiten und Unmöglichkeiten eines Menschen mit Lock-in haben
einen ungeheuren Effekt auf den Verlauf der Geschichte.So spannend das ich nur ein
Wochenende gebraucht habe das Buch zu lesen.”

Sarah W., “A Thriller.... ... that I can't wait to read.Kinda bummed that one edge of the book got
bent (see photo), but it's nothing a bit of care can't fix.”

The book by John Scalzi has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 1,283 people have provided feedback.
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